SPECIALIZED IN THE PUMPING OF LIQUIDS IN LANDFILL
CUSTOMIZED “ALL-IN-ONE” SOLUTIONS

ALL-IN-ONE BASIC PUMPING SYSTEM

The landfill is a place where municipal solid waste and all waste
from human activities are deposited in an unselected way, which
has not been or could not be disposed of in other ways.
The European legislation and directives define the surveillance
and control plan for landfills with certain chemical,
chemical-physical, hydrogeological, climatic and topographical
weather conditions to be verified periodically with a fixed
frequency of measurements.
Officine di Trevi offers to landfill managers a turnkey solution
consisting of command and control panels connected to
accessories for monitoring the level of liquids..
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All-in-One Basic offers a system for optimal control of
pumping liquids in contaminated sites.
Reliability, safety and maximum customization they
are among the main qualities of the offered solution: all
possible components and combinations are designed to
satisfy a wide range of applications.
There are different types of electric pumps, also ATEX
certified, suitable for permanent immersion in slightly
contaminated liquids, up to 100% of hydrocarbons and
water at temperatures up to 80 °C.
The electric control panel, also in the Atex version, is
designed for connection with bulls or level transmitters,
based on the specific needs and characteristics of the
site.
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ALL-IN-ONE EASY PUMPING SYSTEM
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All-in-One Easy is the intermediate version offered by Officine di Trevi.
The system develops exactly like the Basic one, it is characterized by the addition of a USB converter and
a basic software developed by Officine di Trevi; the two components allow you to collect data about the
sites and export them for later consultation in read-only mode.
For data storage it is possible to create a folder on the reference PC, which can be supplied by us together
with all the other components of the All-in-One solution or, alternatively, the program can be loaded on an
existing PC.
Customization is our key-word, in fact, like all the components of our All-in-One solutions, even the data
collection system can be sized together with our Technical department.
Below there is an example of a screenshot of the basic software developed by Oﬃcine di Trevi:

Oﬃcine di Trevi also offers an All-in-One Plus version with a range of additional features.
Details are available on our website or you can contact us to request more information.
The system and its parts must be used in compliance with the standards and within the limits of the certification.
Oﬃcine di Trevi is exempt from the choice of components on the basis of plant requirements, areas of use and / or various environmental conditions.
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